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Abstract. Daily activity recognition is essential to enable smart elderly
care services and the recognition accuracy affects much the quality of the
elderly care system. Although a lot of work has been done to recognize
elderly people’s activities of daily life (ADL), few systems have investi-
gated if the location information can be deployed to improve the ADL
recognition accuracy. In this paper, we intend to incorporate the loca-
tion information in the activity recognition algorithm and see if it can
help to improve the recognition accuracy. We propose two ways to bring
the location information into the picture: one way is to bring location in
the feature level, the other way is to utilize it to filter irrelevant sensor
readings. Intensive experiments have been conducted to show that bring-
ing location information into the activity recognition algorithm in both
ways can help to improve the recognition rate by around 5% on average
compared to the system neglecting the location information.

1 Introduction

Elderly people’s activities of daily life (ADL) are important user context in smart
home for elderly people. These activities include eating, getting in and out of
bed, using the toilet, bathing or showering, dressing, using the telephone, and
preparing meals. When such activities are accurately recognized, proper services
can be provided accordingly [8]. Thanks to the rapid development of ubiquitous
sensors (RFID, accelerometers,pressure, wearable sensors and etc.) and the data
mining techniques, many daily activities can be recognized through analysing
sensing data [9][7][10][12][4].

AQUEDUC project [1] is aiming to provide services to elderly people who
live independently in the smart home environment. One common service is re-
mainder service. And it can be provided at different levels. For example, when
fall activity is detected, the relevant caregivers should be reminded as soon as
possible. When abnormal sleeping pattern is observed about elders, the care-
givers can be provided afterwards. Out of all the reminder services, the basic
requirement is to recognize different activities of elders. The recognition of daily
activity is a procedure to interpret low-level raw captured data to infer high-level
context. Until now, lots of work has been done to recognize daily activities for
elderly people. However, so far few papers have taken location information into
consideration [2](the location in the paper refers to sub-areas in a smart home,
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Fig. 1. RFID reader in the wrist (left); Tags (middle); Receiver (right)

such as kitchen, living room, etc. Hereafter we will alternatively use sub-area
and location). In the paper we would like to investigate if the users’ location in
smart home can be used to improve the accuracy and to what extent.

Basically, there are two broad categories of algorithms that have been pro-
posed to recognize daily activities, one is rule-based, the other is machine learn-
ing based. The rule-based approaches explore experts knowledge in the form of
“if-then” rules, which usually do not require training samples to infer context
(activities) [11]. These approaches will fail if too many sensors and activities
are involved [11]. The machine learning based algorithms learn models from
training samples after feature representation and extraction [2][11]. One main
drawback is that they usually require to label the training samples [7][8], which
is quite tedious when the data set is huge. Among all the previous work, few of
them pay attention to bring location information in [2]. In this paper, we focus
on studying two ways of bringing the location information into recognizing the
daily activity for elderly people. One way is to add the location information as
one additional feature dimension while the other way is to utilize it to filter
out irrelevant sensing readings. Considering the possible sequential relationship
among different activities during a short time, we further filter out unreasonable
recognition results and obtain even higher accuracy.

We will begin with presenting our activity recognition based smart system
in Section 2, and followed by the recognition approach elaborated in Section 3.
Then we will introduce the scenarios, and experimental results in Second 4.
Finally, we present concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 An Activity Recognition Based Smart Elderly Care
System

AQUEDUC [1] is an activity recognition based smart elderly care system, which
contains 10 daily activities for elderly people, varying from dressing to making
meals. Table 1 shows the list of the studied daily activities in the project, includ-
ing their names and respected IDs. These 10 activities can happen in 4 sub-areas
in the smart home. Table 2 provides the possible ADLs associated with each sub-
area. Please note certain activities can occur in different sub-areas, for example,
elderly people can drink coffee in both kitchen and living-room. And elderly peo-
ple can use the same objects for different activities, and move with them across
different sub-areas. For instance, making meals and eating may happen in the
kitchen and live-room, and they share the same dishes, bowls.
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Table 1. Studied daily activities and their IDs

1 2 3 4 5

dressing toileting making calls drinking eating

6 7 8 9 10

washing hand brushing teeth watching TV sleeping making meals

Table 2. Information of activities and occurring sub-areas

Sub-areas (ID) Daily activities

Kitchen (1) making meals, drinking
Bedroom (2) sleeping, dressing
Living-room (3) watching TV, making calls, drinking, eating
Washing-room (4) washing hand, brushing teeth, toileting

In order to recognize these daily activities, we deploy two types of pervasive
sensors in the smart home, one is the simple switch sensor and the other is RFID
sensor. Switch sensor can record two states of any home appliance, such as TV
and telephone. RFID sensor contains a reader and many tags. When elderly
people wear the reader in their wrists and the tags are attached on different
objects, the RFID sensor can detect what objects elderly people has touched in
sequence. Fig. 1 shows the pictures of RFID reader, tag, and receiver respectively.
In this project, we have deployed 35 tags attaching to various objects (cup,
bowl, toothbrush, etc.). When elders touch any object, the sensing data will be
automatically transferred to a server wirelessly. The format of the each RFID
sensing data log is shown in Table 3. It tells which object has been touched at
what time.

Table 3. Data format

Action ID Time Tag ID

4 [2009-4-29 19:21:27.203823] E00700001E0E7B0A

3 Activity Recognition Based on SVM

3.1 Feature Extraction

Features can be represented as f = (s1, s2, · · · , sm), where m is the total number
of sensors deployed in the smart home. In this project, we have deployed 35
RFID sensors and 2 switch sensors, thus m = 37. si records interaction times
of elderly people touch the respected object for RFID sensor while it is 1 (ON)
or 0 (OFF) for switch sensors at a given time duration(w). We get the first
sample when receiving the first data log, and the second sample is obtained
after α (w = α) time . For each sample, Nummin means the minimal value
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Fig. 2. Illustration of sub-areas, activites and sensors

across all the dimension, while Nummax means the maximal value. After that,
we normalize the feature using the following equation:

s′i =
{

si−Nummin

Nummax−Nummin
(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) if Nummax �= Nummin

1 otherwise
(1)

We have two ways to add the sub-area information into the samples. The direct
way is to append on the end of the normalized feature as an additional dimension.
And the feature is f = (f, loc), where loc is the integer number respected to
different sub-areas (can be seen in Table 2), varying from 1 to 4. The length of
feature for each sample is 1 more than the number of sensors. Another way is
to filter out the irrelevant sensor readings using the sub-area information. For
instance, when elderly people were in the kitchen, though switch sensor recorded
the TV “ON” signal, we still set the value on the respected dimension of f to
be zero for the sample. This way is to filter out the irrelevant single, and only
perform feature extraction for sensors in the sub-area where activity is taken
place (see Eq. 2). After that, we normalize the extracted feature using Eq. 1.
The dimension of feature for each sample is exactly the same as the number of
sensors.

si =

{
si if sub-area hasSensor i
0 otherwise

(2)

As can be seen from Fig. 2, for each sub-area, we can get its SensorSet. In a
sub-area, it has many activities, and hasActivtivity illustrates the activities can
be happened in the sub-area, and hasSensor shows the related sensors for the
specific activity.The sensor set in the sub-area is the union of all the evolved
sensors of all the activities which are taken place in the sub-area:

SensorSet{Activity1} ∪ SensorSet{Activity2} · · · ∪ SensorSet{Activityj}
SensorSet{Activityi} ∩ SensorSet{Activityj} can be not empty, which means
different activities can share same sensors. And also SensorSet of different sub-
areas can have the same sensors, as some objects can be moved by the elderly
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people. For details of the methods of locating the elderly people in a smart home,
please refer to [6][5].

3.2 ADLs Recognition Based on SVM

We input the samples got by proposed approach to the SVM classifier [3], and to
see the performance. All samples are fed into the SVM with linear kernel function
and the parameter is set to be c set = [−3,−1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11], c = 2c set(k). We
denote the first way to add an additional dimension in the feature as LOA-
SVM1, and denote the second way as LOA-SVM2. We also denote the baseline
as SVM, which does not consider the location information. We perform feature
extraction for all the samples from 5 persons, and label each sample. We use
samples from one person as the test set, and another person as the validate set,
while use samples from the remaining three persons as the train set. We show
this procedure in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Procedure of evaluation

1: for i = 1 to 5 do
2: test person = i
3: validate person = mod(i+ 1, 5)//mod(a, b) gets the modulus of a divides b
4: train person = rest
5: end for

For ith test, we first get models of different c value using samples from
train person, and then choose the c value which achieves the best accuracy
in the validate person. Finally, we use the trained model with the selected best
c value to see the performance for the test person. Overall accuracy (see Eq. 3)
is used to evaluate the recognition performance. Accuracy(i, j)(i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5})
denotes the overall accuracy of ith experiment for Activityj, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 10}.

Accuracy(i, j) =
NumOfCorrect(i, j)

TotalNum(i, j)
(3)

where NumOfCorrect(i, j) represents the number of samples that corrected
recognized as j, while TotalNum(i, j) is the number of samples which are la-
belled as j. The average overall accuracy which is defined in Eq. 4. It evaluates
the performance across all the 5 test sets. We do not differentiate the test users
in the evaluation.

Accuracy(j) =

∑5
i=1 NumofCorrect(i, j)∑5

i=1 TotalNum(i, j)
(4)

A common characteristic of activities is that people seldom change activities in
a short time, especially for elderly people. This would help us to further improve
the performance as the mention approaches assign a label to each sample, and
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do not consider the consistence of samples in time dimension. For example, SVM
recognizes continuous 5 samples 〈f1, f2, f3, f4, f5〉 as
〈r1 = dressing, r2 = dressing, r3 = sleeping, r4 = dressing, r5 = dressing〉.

When people doing dressing, RFID read in the wrist may also read tags on pil-
low and the bed, resulting in the third sample is wrongly recognized as sleeping.
However, we can simply deny the third sample as sleeping based on the charac-
teristic of elderly people. We further fuse the recognition results in the decision
level for every n continuous samples. n is set to be 5, which means we fuse every
5 samples which is shown in Fig. 3 (it is about 10∼15 seconds in real case). Lib-
SVM [3] assigns a mass to a sample which represents the possibility of belonging
to each activity Ai. Assume we have m activities to recognize. The output for

each sample is
−→
R (f) = (p(A1), p(A2), · · · , p(Am)). The final result of every n

samples is obtained by the following formula:

j = argmax
n∑

i=1

pi(Aj) (5)

4 Empirical Evaluation

In the project, we asked 5 elderly people to perform all the 10 daily activities
in the smart home. We also design the following two scenarios in the experi-
ment with the expectation of evaluating the effectiveness of the added sub-area
information.

– Scenarios 1: we sample drinking activity both in two sub-areas (kitchen and
live room), as the activity can both take place in these two sub-areas.

– Scenarios 2: we turn on the TV when elderly people brush teeth in washing
room to simulate the case they forget to turn off TV in the living room, and
also hang on the telephone when they dress their close in bedroom.

We first compare the results of SVM, LOA-SVM1, and LOA-SVM2 to verify
whether the information of location can improve the accuracy or not. As can be
seen in Fig. 4, at least one of them achieves higher accuracy for each studied
daily activity, which clearly proves the effectiveness of exploration the location
information. SVM achieves the accuracy up to 90% for making calls, drink-
ing, watching TV, toileting and sleeping. However, for brushing teeth, making
meals, and eating activities, the accuracy is low for SVM. For brushing teeth
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Fig. 4. Performance of three different methods. Accuracy (left); Confuse matrix of
LOA-SVM1 (right).
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Fig. 5. Accuracy comparison results

activity, the reason is that the TV is always ON, which disqualifies the per-
formance, and for making meals and eating, those two activities share many
common feature. LOA-SVM1 performs much better than LOA-SVM2 for rec-
ognizing making meals and eating. With the additional location information in
the feature dimension, LOA-SVM1 can well tell them apart as making meals
takes place in kitchen while eating is in the living room. But for LOA-SVM2, it
uses the location information to filter out the irrelevant sensors, and these two
activity has the same SensorSet. All of three method cannot well distinguish
washing hand and brushing teeth, and their accuracy are all below 90%. This
is because no matter people wash hand or brush teeth, they will use the water
from water faucet and dry their hand using the tissue. And these two activities
both happens in the same sub-area. Although we explore location information,
it will be helpless. We can see the confusion matrix of LOA-SVM1 for further
proof (highlighted in the red circle in confusion matrix in Fig.4).

We also investigate the performance of three approaches with further filter
every n samples, and we show the comparison result in Fig.5, where “+” denotes
the respected further filter approach. From the figures, we can see that “+”
approach can consistently improve the recognition accuracy for all activities,
meaning the effectiveness of further filtering. The accuracy of dressing, brushing
teeth, eating and making meals is greatly improved when comparing SVM to
SVM+. LOA-SVM1+ also greatly improve the accuracy of recognizing brushing
teeth activity (Activity 7), though a little increment of accuracy of washing hand.
LOA-SVM2+ improves the accuracy of washing hand, making meals and eating
dramatically and a little increment of brushing teeth. To sum up, with further
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filter technique, it can improve the recognition accuracy of activities which can
not be distinguished by simply adding the location information in the feature
dimension (such as washing hand and brushing teeth) and activities which share
the same SensorSet (such as eating and making meals).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we study if users’ location information can improve the accuracy of
recognizing daily activities for elderly people and to what extent it can improve.
Concretely, we proposed two ways to incorporate the location information in.
One way is to add it in the feature dimension directly while another way is to
represent the feature only using the data from sub-area to filter “noisy” readings.
We have shown two combined approaches can achieve upto 5% on average higher
than results without adding the location information.
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